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ABSTRACT 

 
Nowadays, corporations and a government agencies relay on computer-based information system to 

manage their information, this information may be classified, so it will be dangerous if it is disclosed by 

unauthorized persons. Therefore, there is urgent need for defense. In this research, defense has been 

categorized into four mechanisms technical defense, operation defense, management defense, and physical 

defense based on the logic of computer and network security. Also, each mechanism has been investigated 

and explained in the term of computer based information systems. 
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ComputerBased Information System,  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Computer-based information systems CBIS have been around for a long time in organization. 

These systems help organizations to get a reliable and a centralized access to their stored 

information. Accordingly, most of organizations relay on computer based information systems, 

but this kind of reliance may be catastrophic if a disruption occurs [1]. An example, a survey of 

U.S. insurance companies found that 90 percent of these firms, which are dependent upon 

computer based information systems, would fail after a significant loss or disruption of the CBIS 

facility [2], this survey shows the importance of computer based information systems security 

because any security weakness in computer based information systems may led to major service 

interruption, and may unwanted exposure of sensitive information of the organizations [3]. Thus, 

it is importance to investigate the defense mechanisms for computer-based information systems to 

increase its efficiency and security.   
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Computer-based information systems have three major components. The first component is 

computers. The second component is network. And the third component is human. Therefore,

Implementation defense mechanisms for computer

the three components. 

 

RESEARCH METHOD 
 

An extensive literature search in computers security, networks security, and computer

information systems  helps to build a general model for defense mechanisms of computer

information system. The first mechanism is technical defense. The second mechanism is 

operational defense. The third mechanism is managerial defense. The forth mechanism is phy

defense. The figure below presents the four mechanisms and the related hypothesis to reach the 

desired goal. 

 

Figure 1: Defense mechanism model of computer
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M1: TECHNICAL DEFENSE  
 
Technical defense involves defenses that are used in computers and networks technically. 

Technical defense can be encryption, firewall, antimalware, and intrusion detection. 

 

Encryption provides confidentiality for information exchange. The basic idea of encryption is 

transferring the plain text into cipher text to hide the information from unauthorized person. 

Therefore, Encryption is considered as technical defenses that make the information exchange 

invisible for an attacker. If the organization has firewalls, anti viruses, anti spyware, and strong 

security policies information exchange is not secured simply the information is exchanged in plan 

text. [4] Therefore, encryption provides confidentiality. There are two types of Encryption. The 

first type is symmetric encryption, known as conventional encryption, or single-key encryption 

involves using one key between the communicating parties. When two entities or parties want to 

communicate they should first agree on using one key then using this key for encryption and 

decryption. Symmetric encryption relays on the secrecy of the key, so keeping is important 

because if an opponent gained this key he/she will compromise the system. The second type of 

encryption is asymmetric encryption, involves using two different keys one is a public key and 

the other one is a private key. When two entities or parties want to communicate they should first 

exchange their public key and keep their private keys secure. For example, when an entity A want 

to communicate securely with another entity B, it encrypt a message with B’s public key then 

send it B, B decrypt the message with its private key. There are many software and hardware in 

the market that support both of symmetric encryption and asymmetric encryption. Organizations 

should use encryption to provide data confidentiality. 

 

Firewalls are necessary of securing the computer information system. Today the Internet service 

is necessary to the organizations; it allows employees of an organization network to contact to the 

outside word, so there is need for first line defense. Firewalls consider as first line defense for 

computer information systems [5]. The basic idea of firewalls is protecting information system 

against outside and inside attacks, so the working by filtering incoming packet and outgoing 

packet. Generally, most firewalls have two default policies. The first one is discard; means if an 

arriving packet dose not matches any rule in IPtable discard it. The second one is allow; means an 

arriving packet dose not match any rule in IPtable allow it to pass. Moreover, there are two types 

of firewalls, packet-based firewall and Stateful-based firewall. Packet – based firewall also called 

Packet filtering, it works by inspecting or checking the IP filed of each packet then it take a 

decision whether it allow the packet to pass or deny it based on the IP address of the source, the 

IP address of the destination, the source port number whether it TCP or UDP and the destination 

port [6] This type of firewalls relays on IPtable, the IPtable is set of rules that have been set by 

network administrator. For example, the network administrator may set a rule deny any packet 

comes form 192.168.1.10 with port number 80. When this packet arrives to the firewall, it will 

check the IPtable to take the decision. Packet firewall is easy to install, and complex to mange 

because you need to set many rules. Statefull firewall provides more advance future by keeping 

track of a given connection; it works in transport layer and the application layers. Statefullfirewall 

inspects a packet like the packet firewall, but it tracks the TCP connection. When a packet arrive 

it checks the packet filed, if the packet matched the passing policy, it add it as an entity to the 

IPtable and keep track for the TCP sequence to protect the session from attacks. There are 

numerous of software and hardware firewalls in market today, and as the treats growing up the 

security companies will never stop developing security tools. Firewalls one of the most impotent 

tools. It is worth to mention that firewall can be a feature that is added to operation system, router, 

and access points. For example, most operating systems OS have built-in firewall, but users may 

activate it.  
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Anti-malware provides protection for operation systems against malicious software. Anti malware 

can be anti-virus, or anti-spyware. Malware can be found in files, executable programs, and the 

operation system [7]. Therefore, computer information systems should have anti malware.   

 

 

Intrusion detection provides real time warnings for computer information system by monitoring 

and analysis the any attempts to access the system. Intrusion detection will fire an alarm when 

attackers try to exploit vulnerabilities of software for opening a backdoor into it [8]. Generally, 

Intrusion Detection can be classified into Host-based intrusion detection and Network-based 

intrusion detection. Host-based Intrusion Detection adds an extra layer of security for a host. It 

uses the operating system OS information to determine attacks [9] such as user logs, and software 

activity. Network-based intrusion detection (NID) is monitoring the network traffic at some place 

on a network. It checks each packet to detect illegitimate traffic. NID can monitors network and 

transport layers activity. Usually NID have sensors and one or more servers for in one network, 

the sensors are used to monitor traffic on different location in the network, and the servers are 

used to manage the sensors [10]. Generally, there are two techniques for intrusion detection, 

anomaly detection and signature detection. Anomaly detection is gathering information related to 

the behavior of users then analysis it to determine whether the behavior is legitimate or not [11] 

The second approach is signature detection, it attempts to set rules or attack patterns to determine 

whether it is legitimate or not. Therefore, computer information systems should have one or more 

Intrusion detection.  
 

M2: OPERATIONAL DEFENSE  

 
Operational defense has a significant role in the management of computer information systems 

security [12]. Therefore, even if organizations have applied technical security to their computer 

information system such as encryption, firewalls, and intrusion detection, they need to set up 

security policies for the system.  Usually, operation defenses include two approaches. The first 

approach is setting up security policies for computer information system. The security policy has 

important role in term of information security management for computer information system 

implementation. [13] Security policy is made up of documents that do not provide technical and 

implementation details. It only provides management rules for computer information system.  The 

second approach is personnel training for the employee.  

 

M3: MANAGERIAL DEFENSE  

 
Involves putting standards for hiring people. For example, an extensive background check and an 

extensive security background check [14] The importance of background check come from the 

following example, if an organization hire inadequate person to mange the computer information 

system, he or she may misuse with configuration and implementation that may lead to open holes 

or backdoors in CBIS as a result this person become a threat to the system. Also, security 

background check is very impotent because if an organization hires a criminal person, he or she 

may sell the organization information to another organization. 
 

M4: PHYSICAL DEFENSE  

 
Involves defenses for physical assets. Physical defense is important for two reasons. First reason, 

physical equipment is very expansive. The second reason, any damage for the equipment may 

cause data loss. Also, physical defense provides protection to the computer information systems 

against Natural disasters, technical faults, andhuman. Natural disaster one of the most dangerous 

threats to computer information system, for example hurricane may cause damage to the physical 
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equipment by strong wind and flying objects. Another example, earthquake also cause damages to 

physical equipment. Therefore, an organization may uses off site equipment. Technical faults 

such as electrical overvoltage, electrical under-voltage, and electrical interruption are considered 

as threats to computer information system. Electrical under-voltage takes place when computer 

information systems receive less voltage than they need to work normally. Electrical overvoltage 

occurs when computer information systems receive high voltage than they need to work. Therefor 

an organization may use stand by generators.  Human cause unusual and unpredictable threats to 

computer information systems. Human threat can be classified into three categories; unauthorized 

physical access, theft, and misuse. The first category is unauthorized physical access, it occurs 

when an unauthorized person access to restricted areas for copying data, or misuse. The second 

category is thefts, which means theft of equipment and official papers. Therefore, the organization 

should have restricted rules for accessing the desired places. 

 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEENDEFENSE MECHANISM MODEL AND CBIS 

COMPONENTS 

 
Computer-based information systems have three major components, computers, network, and 

human. Thus, based on the model each component must be secured by at least one of the defense 

mechanisms. The table below presents the relationship.  

 

CBIS 

components 

Defense Mechanisms 

 

Technical 

defense 

 

Operational 

defense 

 

Managerial 

defense 

 

Physical 

defense 

 

Computers 

 

� 

 

� 

  

� 

 

Networks 

 

� 

 

� 

  

� 

 

Human 

  

� 

 

� 

 

 

Table 2: The relationship between defense mechanism and CBIS components 
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CONCLUSION 

 
Security of computer-based information system should be a top priority for organizations because 

a disruption of the CBIS will lead to unwanted results. Thus, organizations should implement the 

defense mechanisms to protect their information. The first mechanism (Technical defense) 

provides defense to the system by using software and hardware, for example, encryption, firewall, 

anti-malware, and intrusion detection. The second mechanism (Operational defense) provides 

defense to the system by setting up system policies. The third mechanism (Managerial defense) 

provides defense to the system by putting standard for hiring. The forth mechanism (Physical 

defense) provides defense to physical assets.  
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